INFORMATION OPERATIONS

The U.S. government relies on SRC’s experts to provide a full range of innovative, integrated and progressive information operation solutions, technologies and services.

As a long established and trusted not-for-profit, research and development company, SRC, Inc., invests in highly-skilled, experienced personnel and cutting-edge technology to meet the current and future information operations (IO) requirements of our customers. For more than 50 years, our expert staff of analysts, engineers, strategists and recognized industry leaders has provided guidance and tools to support all facets of planning, integration, execution and assessment of these operations and related activities.

Our customers use IO to influence, deny, disrupt, corrupt, deceive or seize enemy information and decision making capacity, while protecting and preserving their own information assets, capabilities and advantages. We specialize in:
- Operational planning
- Integration and support
- Conducting joint service training and support
- Performing acquisition integration
- Advancing sensitive and classified capabilities
- Assisting in policy or doctrine development

Our analysts and strategists enhance Mission IQ by maintaining a holistic view of the challenges our customers face, and we develop strategic plans to address those needs from start to finish. SRC is a trusted advisor to our customers and for decades we have been the preferred resource for IO, even before IO reached its current level of prominence. We don’t just use and develop state-of-the-art products and tools to address critical needs – we utilize our advanced knowledge of emerging technology and progressive academic thought to solve problems of strategic national significance. SRC’s cadre of IO professionals thrive on innovation and creativity, and they make it a priority to customize an approach and offer recommendations that truly fit our customers’ requirements, not simply repackaging IO solutions that have worked for others.

OPERATIONAL PLANNING AND INTEGRATION

In order for our customers to effectively satisfy their IO requirements, they need to be confident that the planning behind the tasks is rigorous and sound. SRC’s team does just that – we provide comprehensive strategy-to-task methodology, specifically for technical and cognitive IO, and help our customers develop integrated concepts of operations, along with appropriately aligned tactics, techniques and procedures.

We have demonstrated proficiency with planning and integrating IO and compartmented activities utilizing Joint Command and service planning processes in support of our national strategy and our combatant commanders’ plans and operations.

SRC IS A TRUSTED ADVISOR TO OUR CUSTOMERS ON HOW TO ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN INFORMATION DOMINANCE
Our experience base spans many applications at the strategic, operational and tactical levels of war, and our perspective keeps us mindful of those tactical events that may have strategic impact.

**TRAINING AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT**

Creating programs to safeguard critical information or to seize information and spectrum capacity, in either contested or congested settings, is just the beginning. Beyond an initial concept of operations or basic set of recommendations, SRC offers tailored and ongoing joint and service technical or Special Technical Operations (STO) training and support globally. Our support programs span a variety of technical and cognitive IO activities, including influence and deception operations, and operational and intelligence activities.

**SUPPORT FOR SENSITIVE OR CLASSIFIED CAPABILITIES**

We protect our customers’ capabilities and associated information as if it were our own. SRC takes great pride in receiving the highest security commendations, time after time, and we offer that same protection to our customers’ programs. We routinely work in complex security settings that require detailed and unique security specifications for diverse programs. This is the cornerstone on which SRC has built an unsurpassed reputation for providing exceptional compartmented planning support and program development based upon applicable law, defense strategy and policies.

**POLICY AND DOCTRINE DEVELOPMENT**

SRC provides comprehensive strategic and operational-level IO policy and doctrine development. This includes policy review and approval processes that support the conduct of operations, and preserves feedback for process improvement and refinement. Our team has developed and coordinated IO and STO policy and doctrine for the most challenging requirements.

**ACQUISITION AND INTEGRATION WITH OPERATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE**

As technology and strategies change, IO requirements often shift as well. In order to stay current and ahead of our adversaries, we aim to ensure our customers’ operations are up to speed with industry trends. We compare plans and technology with current IO activity, assessments and results – this allows us to better anticipate potential new requirements and offer key recommendations that may be necessary to bring next generation solutions to the forefront.

Our team possesses unrivaled hands-on experience enabling us to propel our customers into a new era of IO. We have experience in resourcing requirements from research and development, through the acquisition processes, to supporting fielded systems that underpin operational plans. SRC’s experts technically evaluate emerging capabilities to understand the operational context and provide the best solutions possible.